
 

 

 

Find the Word by Phi 

 

Clues are presented in alphabetical order of clue, and only the first half of the alphabet is 

used for the initial letters of clues.  Each initial letter refers to a different column of the grid, 

which is the column in which the answer to the clue begins, but whether Across or Down is 

for the solver to determine (wordplay should not be taken as indicating one or other 

direction).  The grid has 90º symmetry.  One entry is unclued, and has several possible 

answers – solvers must observe the allocation of initial letters to columns to determine the 

correct one. 

  



A lingering figure, given variation form in reel and trio  

Articles for present purposes displayed in computer image with flowing water  

Assistant no longer keeping most of set in a box 

Bard’s to augment content of speech eventually  

Breed of cattle formerly lay around gathering 

Connection screwed up by rotten airline  

Doctor on TV given money for question 

Drama's put under cover? Record receiving a lot of outer covering 

Drunk's red colouring's not fine  

Dundee's range - between Queensferry and Kelso?   

Egyptian spirit infusing a little revolutionary Hungarian wine  

Energy and matter behind large group of stars  

English services involving leader of church's picks  

Find new home in old Scottish harbour town like Eyemouth, initially  

Geological formation to stagger after years at sea (two words) 

Government avoiding morass finally earned space in newspapers?  

Happening in the remote past, almost, but not at the start 

Head of union brought in unusually blissful pure stuff  

Henchman, say, made mean moves leading to end of hostage (two words) 

Historic mathematician always enthralling University lecturer  

Home not half shelter in conflict  

Immediately agreeing about college (two words) 

Inciting expression of pleasure in Seychelles  

Jump up after dish of veal and speak in particular way  

Kind of import tax company backed before eruption of riot  

King's Head brought in so-so fizzy squash finally - this drink?  

King thrown from crashed jet-car after end of ride - example of these?  

Knight pursues her in Paris – the actress Terry?  

Lawn game precedes curtailed meal (fried food)  

Leading exponent beginning to redesign Canada's symbol?  

Left to occupy hospital bed - thrombosis?  

Legislators name men appearing separately in constituencies  

Ligaments requiring ingestion of recipe - sprouts?  

Light spinning round before Greek god  

Like precision, receiving special food for breakfast  

Lip cut - and throat? Just part of lip  

Little item concealed by dodgy seer, sly, with callous intent?  

Local little uplifted, even after injection of hydrogen gas  

Located a bristle  

Menace on that account, with release of energy  

Mere functionary in hospital is a buffoon  

 

 


